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ABSTRACT

Objectives: Chronic low back pain (LBP) has an important impact on quality of life, through pain and functional incapacity, but also psycho-social distress. The social participation consequences of LBP have been less explored. The objective was to better understand experiences of patients living with chronic LBP, with a focus on impact on relationships with family, friends and work colleagues.

Methods: Monocentric qualitative study in a tertiary-referral centre in Paris, France. Participants had chronic mechanical LBP. Semi-structured interviews were conducted during 4 focus group discussions focusing on living with LBP. Verbatim was categorized and coded using thematic content analysis.

Results: Twenty five persons (11 men, 14 women) participated; ages ranged 25-81 years. Participants often reported a negative self-perception in social interactions, with shame and frustration regarding their difficulties to perform activities of daily living. They often felt misunderstood and unsupported, partly due to the absence of visible signs of the condition. Participants suffered from the negative collective image attached to LBP (“benign/psychological disease”). LBP resulted in some patients in a significant loss of social identity with perceived impossibility to perform one’s social role at home and at work. In contrast, family and friends were sometimes a support and helped in pain management.

Conclusion: A systematic assessment of social role is needed in LBP care.

Key Indexing Terms: Low Back Pain; Qualitative Research; Social Interaction
1. Introduction

Chronic low back pain (LBP) is a common condition which has an important impact on quality of life [1], resulting in important costs to society. As defined by the World Health Organisation, this condition is accepted as a biopsychosocial phenomenon in which anatomical injury interplays with other factors [2].

Beyond pain and disability, psychological and social aspects have a significant impact on living with chronic LBP [3–12]. Mental aspects of chronic LBP are related to psychological distress, in particular anxiety and depression [3–7]. Patients develop different active or passive, positive or negative, coping strategies to deal with the pain and functional limitations [8,9,11–13]. Relationships with others may also play an important role in LBP [4,14]. Psychosocial factors in both private life (e.g., low emotional support) and in the workplace (low workplace social support, low job satisfaction) are risk factors for chronic back pain [15]. “Lack of a support person to talk to about problems” and “poor relationships with peers or supervisors” are “yellow flags” identifying patients at risk of chronic LBP [16].

The impact of relationships with family and friends on living with chronic LBP was briefly explored only in a few qualitative studies [5,17–21]: Participants reported in one study being a burden to their families with increasing misunderstanding as time went on with no diagnosis or formal explanation [5]. The other studies did not explore in depth the role of social participation in LBP [17–21]. On the other hand, relationships with health professionals have been well evaluated: individualized care, clear explanations, reassurance, discussing psychosocial issues and future options enhances positive relationships [22–24]. In fact, it appears that patients with LBP who have greater social participation may have also a better physical health status [25].

Psychosocial and relationship aspects are important not only to better understand LBP but also can be an element to guide its management [2]. The management of LBP needs to take into account the physical aspects of the disease, but also in this context, social interactions, which can be targeted by specific rehabilitation programs. Identifying experiences of patients living with chronic LBP and their perception of
relationships with others, both in the private sphere or at work, can be useful to develop effective methods of reintegrating chronic LBP patients in the work place [2].

Most of the research on the psycho-social aspects of chronic LBP was performed using instrument-based questionnaires, surveys, or epidemiological data sets. Qualitative research methods involve the systematic collection, organization and interpretation of textual material derived from talk or observation, and are more relevant than quantitative studies for further in-depth understanding of LBP patient experiences [26].

This study aimed to better understand experiences in relation with participation, and social difficulties of patients living with chronic LBP, with a focus on impact on relationships with family, friends and work colleagues.
2. Material and Methods

A qualitative study based on the focus group interview method [27] and with an epistemological outlook was conducted. The results are presented according to the framework of the consolidated criteria for reporting qualitative research (COREQ) [28].

The present study was reviewed and approved by the research ethics board of the Pitié-Salpêtrière Hospital, and patients provided written informed consent.

2.1 Recruitment and participants

Outpatients from a public university hospital and two private practices in Paris, France were invited to participate in focus groups interviews if they had sub-acute or chronic nonspecific low back pain, and were fluent in French; but in fact all patients included had chronic LBP. The only exclusion criterion was recent back surgery (less than 3 months). Particular attention was paid to the selection so as to obtain a wide spectrum across demographics (particularly age and educational level). A minimum of five participants in each group was required to ensure response diversity, and a maximum of ten participants to facilitate discussion in the focus group process.

2.2 Focus groups design

An interviewer guide was developed to conduct the semi-structured interview, which consisted of general and specific questions, supplemented by probes. Focus group methods are particularly adapted for broad topics like living with LBP. This form of qualitative research was preferred to individual interviews in order to stimulate exchanges, to provide a more comfortable setting for discussion while lessening respondents’ anxiety and to stimulate interactions among group participants. The focus groups were moderated by a rheumatologist (LG) and lasted 90 to 120 min; a second physician (FB) took additional notes that contributed to the data analysis. Before beginning the session, demographic characteristics were collected from the participants. The lead interviewer posed questions to the group as a whole, although individual involvement and participant interaction were encouraged. Participants were asked to describe their behaviour, beliefs and mind-sets regarding LBP and its
impact. First, the general impact of LBP was discussed, then some specific aspects related to social life participation (including family life, friendships and work interactions) were addressed. The general introductory question about relationships was “How do you manage relationships with others with your chronic LBP?” Relations with health professionals and therapeutics of LBP (medications, spine injections, back school…) were not discussed. In the middle of the session, the facilitator summarized the main topics and opinions of the participants, and invited them to develop others aspects or other opinions about LBP.

2.3 Number of subjects

The guiding principle in determining sample size in qualitative research is theoretical saturation which is reached when ongoing data collection no longer yields new information and insights. [29]. This was the case in the present study.

2.4 Data analysis

The sessions were recorded and subsequently transcribed. The focus group transcriptions were analysed by two researchers (FB and LG). using directed and summative qualitative thematic content analysis methods [30] Five steps were followed: (I) Transcripts were read to gain a contextualized impression of the discussion, and preliminary themes chosen. (II) Units of meaning were identified and coded. (III) Similar codes were condensed in categories. (IV) Descriptions were then summarized to establish concepts. (V) Descriptions and concepts were reviewed by the other co-authors, experts in LBP. Furthermore, one of the patients participating checked the final concepts for face validity. Due to anonymised data analysis, it was not possible to link a comment to a specific participant. The qualitative findings are presented as descriptive summaries and illustrated by quotes from the transcripts.
3. Results

3.1 Participants

The sample consisted of 25 participants, 11 men and 14 women (Table 1). Patients participated in one of 4 focus groups with 5 to 9 participants per focus group. Age, sex, pain intensity, duration of pain, occupation, duration of work disability, family status. They ranged in age from 25 to 81 years, with a median age of 50 years. Disease duration ranged from 1 to 35 years, with a median duration of 10 years. Median visual analog scale for pain was 4 out of 10 (range, 0 – 8). Eighty percent had radicular pain associated with back pain (in case of presence of radicular pain, the back pain was predominant). 5 participants (20%) were on sick leave while 16 (64%) were in the workplace, 2 were retired, 1 was unemployed and 1 was work disabled. Sixteen participants (64%) had benefited from intensive back rehabilitation [31].

3.2 Impact of LBP

The predominantly negative impact of LBP on participation is summarized in figure 1.

3.2.1 Self-perception in the context of participation

The majority of the participants voiced a negative perception of themselves, both at work and at home (Figure 1), due to reduced physical capacity but also to other people’s perceived reactions:

At work, I feel like a dead weight, my employer prefers having someone else working for him so I feel like I’m bothering everyone, I feel useless.

Because of this negative perception, some participants also felt ashamed:

I’m ashamed of being disabled, I’m ashamed to ask my wife to help me.

3.2.2 Perception by others in the context of participation
Feeling misunderstood

Because of the discordance between physical capacity and a normal physical aspect in LBP, many patients reported feeling misunderstood by others. Participants often reported a negation of their disease, as a non-real pathology or a psychological disease only (“Because it can’t be seen, it doesn’t exist”). A participant reported that only surgery recipients are perceived as seriously ill.

*People have difficulties understanding my disease: for them, if you aren’t having surgery, you don’t want to get better.*

Some participants felt perceived as lazy and/or as a cheat:

*I think, in the mind of some people, I’m perceived as a sham. When I say I have back problems, they say “that’s not possible, you’re too young to have back problems”.

Family and friends as support

For some participants family or friends provided assistance, such as listening and understanding the pain management problems; some played a motivational role by pushing patients to have more activities.

*I always try to be in regular contact with people in associations rather than remaining alone. On weekends, I try to do something with my children even if I have back pain. I have to move, I have to go out because life goes on.*

Having social activities was also often reported as an effective way to focus their attention on something else and forget the pain. It was seen as a component of the management of LBP.

*When you move around, sit at a terrace and have a drink and watch other people, you get to think of other things than your LBP. Going to the theatre, or any other activity gives an opportunity to escape our disease. We can forget the pain, or even if the pain is always there, it doesn’t matter.*

Social functioning in the workplace
Social role was significantly altered at work, with difficulties to maintain constant productivity and high variability in levels of functional disability due to LBP. For example one participant reported that a few days after his return to work, his employer forgot his back problems. The employer performed “minor changes, like an ergonomic chair, to avoid [other measures]” without considering LBP as a chronic disease.

Some days, due to the pain, I just cannot get out of bed though I want to. Getting my employer to understand this appears to be an impossible task. Work is planned, independently of our condition, and we have to do it.

Some participants also felt they could not fill their social role in the workplace and they had to rely on other colleagues.

I feel out of my place, I get the impression I’m giving a lot of work to my colleagues and my work gets unloaded on someone else. I always need help so they have to do more than a full time job to compensate.

3.2.3 Social role and societal beliefs relative to LBP

A frequent disease

Patients reported they felt misunderstood perhaps because of the high prevalence of LBP. It was called the “disease of the century”, but, as a frequent condition, it was not perceived as a severe and debilitating illness.

When I say to people around me I suffer from back pain, they answer: « that’s nothing, it’s only temporary, you’ll be fine. Everyone has back pain, you don’t have a cancer ».

A benign disease

Comparison with diseases perceived as “severe” by two of the participants were mentioned: one with a breast cancer, one with multiple sclerosis. Both women reported more difficulties to manage their back pain in their relationships with others than for those severe diseases.
Negative psychological image attached to LBP

Back pain was perceived as a psychological disease, without physical explanation to the pain. Participants received suggestions to consult a psychologist to manage the pain.

*Some people ask me: “do you have pain?” but also “Do you have personal problems? Perhaps it would be good to see a psychiatrist…” as if it weren't real, as if I was making it up, as if the problem was in my head and not in my back.*

These results suggest stigmatization related to back pain and to the sick role in LBP.

**3.2.4 Significant loss of social role**

Participants felt they were unable to perform their social role, both at home and at work. Some participants stated that they were not able to carry a child or to care for their children.

*As a father of two young children, I cannot take them out for a walk, I cannot carry them.*

Some male participants reported a perceived loss of masculinity due to the impossibility to carry heavy items like luggage. One of them also had to refuse to help other people for physical tasks, which made him feel inadequate, especially given his body type (he was tall and muscular looking).

*For example, when we go on holidays, my wife has to carry our luggage. Everyone is looking at me, I’m very muscular and people don’t understand why I’m not carrying them. In the subway, women ask me to help them carry their strollers and I have to say “Sorry but I can't help you”. I’m perceived as impolite and badly behaved.*

Loss of masculinity was also briefly reported by two male participants in intimate situations, but this was not explored in the focus groups.

**3.3 Anxiety, depression and coping patterns were confirmed as important in LBP**
Almost all of the participants reported anxiety associated with fear of the future, due to the unpredictable progression of the disease, with unexpected relapses. Some of them described also characteristics of depression. Coping with the pain was described as a long process. Changes in coping patterns over the disease duration were also reported by some of the patients. These aspects have been reported in other studies [3–7] and were not explored in depth in the present study.
4. Discussion

This study evidenced that chronic LBP has often an important and negative impact on self-perception; furthermore patients felt misunderstood by others and had difficulties to manage their social interactions both at home and in the workplace, resulting in a perception of a significant loss of social role (figure 1). On the other hand, social relationships can be a support for patients with LBP and this positive social support should be promoted to reduce the impact of LBP.

This study has some limitations. This was a monocentric study including 25 patients; but recruitment in a tertiary centre and in a private practice and particular attention to obtain a wide spectrum across demographics led to diversity in participants' characteristics. Furthermore, the number of participants was not arbitrarily fixed, in fact the focus groups were continued until no new information emerged from them. The number of focus groups and participants were close to published focus group studies [29]. This study was conducted by rheumatologists, while most studies in this field are conducted by psychologists: in a recent review of qualitative studies on LBP [4], only one [18] of the 33 studies [5–10,13,19–23,32] was conducted by physicians. Thus, some aspects of experiences of LBP could have been under-evaluated. However this is also a strength: it allowed a more clinical approach as the rheumatologists' knowledge about LBP may have provided a more target-oriented analysis of the data. Intimate life, including sexual difficulties, was not explored, due to the collective configuration of the interviews. However focus groups are a relevant way to collect qualitative data and some authors suggest they may even lead to richer data than individual interviews [33].

Most of the participants were at work without sick leave and the median pain visual analog scale was in the moderate pain range (4/10). This might mean participants were coping well or had LBP without major disease. It could be secondary to the long disease duration: most of the patients reported they underwent multiple or long duration sick leave but had returned at work at the time of the survey. Furthermore two thirds of the patients had benefited from inpatient or day-hospital specialized care in a tertiary care unit, the purpose of which is to promote a return to the work-force.
Family and friends were perceived differently by different participants in the focus groups. Some of the participants highlighted the significant benefits of adequate understanding and support, whereas other deplored the perceived lack of support of their family and friends. Beyond active listening and understanding, social support could have a role in motivational and volitional competencies to enhance activities in chronic LBP patients [34]. In different studies of people with chronic pain including children [35], family and peer network shaped the chronic pain experience. To better manage chronic pain in children or teenagers, intensive interdisciplinary program included parents with specific treatment goals for parents, including parental responses to pain and positive interactions regarding pain [35]. The present results suggest perhaps LBP management programs should consider inviting significant others for education sessions.

Different attitudes toward LBP are linked with the frequent negative collective image since LBP is often considered as an only “psychological” disease. Stigmatization of patients with LBP was frequently reported in qualitative studies, and may even concern stigmatization in relation with health care attitudes [3]. The absence of physically visible lesions probably plays a role in this stigmatisation. Furthermore, the age range of LBP (mainly 20-50 years) may lead strangers to infer physical strength and good health, leading to misapprehensions and thus stigmatisation. The role of the media was highlighted as painting an image of people with chronic LBP as fraudulent, seeking secondary gains. Information and education about LBP could be delivered not only to the patients but also to their social support (as mentioned above) and importantly, to the general population. Some educational psychosocial booklets, like the “back book” [36] could be used to decrease the negative collective image of the disease and to increase the social support of patients, to facilitate the reintegration of LBP patients in their personal environment.

Consequences of LBP at work are well known with a risk of prolonged sick leave [37]. A broader understanding of work and professional relationship factors are an essential prerequisite for treating and preventing work disability related to back pain. A recent study [38] pointed out that for most working patients seeking medical care, lessening of pain is not the only outcome or treatment focus to consider. Work participation and restoring function play major roles in recovery and are beneficial to overall health and mental well-being. In the present study the participants in the focus
groups highlighted the need to take into account the loss of social role, to ensure a smooth work reintegration [4].

The social role is not altered only in LBP disease but also in many chronic diseases, like osteoarthritis, rheumatoid arthritis, diabetes mellitus, spondyloarthritis or stroke [39]. Most of those diseases, being chronic conditions, lead to psychological impact like depression, partly linked with social role loss. Rehabilitation of patients with stroke showed that depression improvement was linked to social role functioning [39]. This link perhaps may be applied to patients with LBP and will be another argument for developing actions in favour of improvement of social role management. However, in the present study depression was not assessed *per se*.

5. Conclusion

In conclusion, this study highlighted the social aspects of chronic LBP; a holistic management of LBP should take into account social interactions and better identify difficulties and areas of improvements required for patients. The social component of the biopsychosocial model is not well represented in current core-sets of outcome measures [40]. Further studies may lead to the development of a questionnaire centred on social aspects: a questionnaire may allow patients and physicians to recognize areas for improvement. The ultimate goal is to improve the outcomes of chronic LBP.
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Table 1. Characteristics of participants in focus groups

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Total sample, N=25</th>
<th>Focus group 1, N=7</th>
<th>Focus group 2, N=6</th>
<th>Focus group 3, N=7</th>
<th>Focus group 4, N=5</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Age, years, median (range)</td>
<td>51 (25-81)</td>
<td>49 (42-59)</td>
<td>54.5 (32-81)</td>
<td>46 (29-56)</td>
<td>60 (34-66)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gender, male, N (%)</td>
<td>11 (44%)</td>
<td>3 (43%)</td>
<td>2 (33%)</td>
<td>5 (71%)</td>
<td>1 (20%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Low back pain duration, years, median (range)</td>
<td>10 (1-35)</td>
<td>2 (1-35)</td>
<td>7 (2-20)</td>
<td>15 (4-25)</td>
<td>10 (2-25)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pain intensity visual analog scale (0-10), median (range),</td>
<td>4 (0-8)</td>
<td>4 (0-7)</td>
<td>4 (0-8)</td>
<td>3 (0-4)</td>
<td>6 (0-7)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Figures**

Figure 1 (in a separate file): Synthetic view of thematic contents reported during 4 focus groups on the social impact of LBP